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Copyright (c) 2020 allfiles.in mind that you have 10.23 MB available in your hard drive and you also can save the map for later use (you don't need to download the full map in the first place).Q: Why is my SPF record returning 'Rejected'? I'm trying to get SPF working on a domain I have, however it keeps rejecting the IP address of the server for reasons I can't comprehend. This is my
SPF record in the DNS: v=spf1 mx -all My SPF records test in the 'My Domains' section of the SPF Checker on Google: spf: +all and the SPF record in the DNS editor: v=spf1 -all Why is it still getting rejected? A: I had a look at the "My Domains" test. It looks like the "All" option there means "all domains, regardless of what the SPF records are" (mapped to v=spf1 mx -all). If your SPF
records test fine without the "All" option, it means "all domains, regardless of SPF records". So the reason for the rejection is not that SPF rejections are wrong, but that you have different SPF records for different names. Note that there is a difference between "this SPF record is fine" and "this SPF record is fine, regardless of any other SPF records". Q: How can I detect when a 401

response is being sent from a server? I'm trying to write a WordPress plugin that pulls in some user-specific content from a third-party API. For example, a user might enable user-specific content for their bank balance, but maybe not for their age or other private information. The request data isn't really sensitive, but I'm using SSL, which might cause some problems with some people.
I'm using WP_HTTP_CALLBACK to detect when I need to start clearing the headers and content when a response fails. I also want to detect it so I can start running a quick text-based dialog that asks if the user wants to take their bank balance off their site. The problem is, I can't seem to detect an SSL-related HTTP response. I can see, via Firefox's HTTP headers view,
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